TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Part#: 260A

Spatula - Mini - Straight -★★★- SS/Plastic Handle

The 260A three star mini-spatula (oiler) is 2.5” long and has a .010” tip. The handle is plastic and colored black. Mini-spatulas are ideal for placing epoxies or lubricant in very small amounts into tight places.

- Precision Level: ★★★
- Material: SS (AISI 440)
- Surface Resistivity: Insulative
- Shape: Straight
- Group: Small Hand Tools
- Angle: n/a
- Body Width: n/a
- Body Height: n/a
- OAL: 2.5” (62.5mm)
- Weight (OZ): 0.05
- UPC: 662847005336
- Schedule B: 8205.59.55.60
- ECCN: EAR99
- UNSPSC Code:
- Country of Origin: Switzerland